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Y12 Economics Sumer Task 
 
The following task must be completed to the best of your ability and must be submitted 
during your first Economics lesson in September. Your work will be collected and marked. All 
work must be hand written. Non-submission or poor quality work may result in you being 
withdrawn from the course. 
 
It is vital to get yourself organised. Make sure you get a folder and put all the work you will 
complete this summer into this folder and bring it along to your first lesson. Ensure the 
handbook provided during the induction lesson is also in your folder. 
 
Task – Health and Diet in the UK (January 2013 Context 2) 
 
Read the case study and use it to help answer the questions 
 
1. Use the following websites to help you with the definition 
 
http://www.tutor2u.net/#economics   
www.economicshelp.org 
 
2. Use the information in the bar chart to compare the data 

 Compare fruit and sugar 

 Perhaps consider the highest of both and the lowest of both 

 Use the correct units 
 
3. For this part of the question: 

 Define subsidy, define demand, define supply 

 Draw a demand and supply diagram 

 Explain why subsidies will affect the price and quantity of processed food 
 

4. This part should be at least a page long 

 Use the information in the case study to help your 

 What is government intervention? 

 Write one paragraph in support of intervention and one paragraph against 

 Complete a conclusion explaining why you agree/disagree with intervention 
 
As part of your summer task lesson we have covered the theory of demand and supply and 
the associated diagrams. If you get stuck or need further help then take a look at the videos 
below. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfTt9S53mA0  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ovufk-_ZB4s  
 
This task will give me an indication of whether you are able to carry out research, analyse 
and evaluate data that is presented to you and produce written work of a high quality. All 
these skills are essential if you are to be successful in A Level Economics. Good Luck! 
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